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Planning for Two Generations

Early Intervention: Birth

IEP: Age 3

Transition Planning: Age 15

Guardianship: Age 18

SSI: College

Residential Employment: Age 22

ISP: Retirement

Estate Distribution: Parent's Age 65

Parent's Death: Parent's Death

Child's Death

Special Needs Planning Time Line

Traditional Planning Time Line
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PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
The Five Factors of Special Needs Planning

- Financial
- Legal
- Government Benefits
- Family & Support
- Emotional

Special Needs Financial Planning
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Special Needs Financial Planning - Planning for Two Generations
Understanding The Five Factors and Their Planning Implications

FAMILY & SUPPORT FACTORS:
- Family Values
- Careers
- Siblings
- Extended Family Members
- Family Support

EMOTIONAL FACTORS:
- Positive and Negative Feelings
- Staying Connected
- Crisis Planning

FINANCIAL FACTORS:
- Identifying Costs – Negotiable vs. Non-Negotiable
- Insurance
- Prioritizing Assets
- Beneficiary Designations
- 529 College Savings Plans
- UTMA Accounts

LEGAL FACTORS:
- Special Needs Trusts
- Guardianship vs. Alternatives
- Estate Planning and Gifting

GOVERNMENT BENEFITS FACTORS:
- Identifying and Maximizing Benefits
- Social Security Benefits
- Residential Options
Guide To Comprehensive Planning Steps

1. Address Preliminary Issues
   Done_________________

2. Estimate probable costs
   Done_________________

3. Identify financial resources
   Done_________________

4. Choose trustee(s)
   Done_________________

5. Choose advocate(s)/guardian(s)/caretakers(s)
   Done_________________.

6. Execute Will(s)
   Done_________________

7. Establish a Supplemental Needs Trust
   Done_________________

8. Have A Coordinated Plan
   Done_________________

9. Letter of Intent
   Done_________________

10. Update plan
   Done_________________

---
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Thank You!!
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